
School
(Continued from Tanc i.)

bring to our minds only some hazy
conception of a tired body or per-
haps a very much hemuddkd
brain. If the question of fatigue
in our schools is a serious one, as I
believe it to be, an intelligent
teacher should have a fairly clear
idea as to what this term means
and what problems it involves.

4 Even tho the subject be a trite one
it cannot be considered too care-
fully nor too often. It opens up
a whole field of investigation, but
a few general facts concerning the
theories about fatigue are interest-
ing and necessary if one is to un-

derstand the practical meeting of
the problem.

Max Offner, one of the leading
investigators of this subject calls
fatigue a condition of our organism
that is developed by long contin-
ued work and characterized by
reduction in capacity for, and
pleasure in, work. Careful exper-
imenting shows that fatigue affects
the body physiologically in two
very definite ways: 1st, by the
formation of fatigue toxins which
are carried thruout the body and
2nd, by the using up of certain
chemicals which are required by
the living tissues for their work.
It is the work of food and sleep to
overcome fatigue. This restitution
then involves the double task of
supplying recuperative materials in
these exhausted muscles and nerves
and the removal of these fatigue
materials. It is when fatigue is so
great that children do not recuper-
ate easily and quickly that we have
abnormal fatigue whi jh is
what we must guard againstn our
schools. Some fatigue is normal
for it is involved in al 1 work. We
cannot avoid it nor do we want to.

Some interesting general facts
on this subject were pretty thoroly
established in Thorndike's famous
experiments when he had 6 sub-

jects working from 3- -8 hours con-

tinuously, this one piece of work
being mental multiplication of one

1 three place number by another.
Inspection of this record of work
showed gradually increasing fatigue
with decreasing efficiency, it show-

ed that the most efficient and rapid
workers showed smaller loss thru
fatigue then less efficient workers
and that very often there is a feel-

ing of weariness without real
fatigue and sometimes fatigue with-

out a feeling of weariness.
Tho these cases were very much

more exaggerated than any we

could possibly find in our schools,
the principles proved are useful
even in our most elementary
school. They show us that with
increasing fatigue there is decreased
efficiency but that this increased
fatigue is not always noticeable in
apparent . weariness on the part of

the child. We learn too that some
workers lose more rapidly ihru
fatigue than others, so it is not
best to plan work according to the
amount which the most rapid
Workers can do efficiently.

But to come to the more practi- -
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find it in our schools; there are
two kinds of fatigue to be met,
bodily and mental. It seems to
me that both types are due either
to over-activit- y, under activity or

misdirected activity. We are all

well aware of the extreme fatigue
which comes from over-exertio- n of

the body. Perhaps fewer of us
realize what the fatigue is, result
ing from misdirected activity of

the body. Fine sewing and writ-

ing have been exacted from chil
dren 7- -8 years old who are just at
the age when such of

the finer muscles can be gained
only at the cost of painful and ex-

haustive strain. The old idea that
a human being can know and do,
irrespective of the body's condition,
still lingers in many school prac
tices. For instance, the hardest
work the eyes are called upon to
do in ordinary primary curriculum

l is copying numbers from the black
board. A thoughtful teacher at
the expense of some of her own

time would have such work given

out on sheets ready to be done,
with great gain in efficiency as
well as protection of the eves.
Again realizing the strain caused
young children by making fine
muscular adjustments, she would
attempt to have the children pro-
vided with large primary pencils
which are infinitely easier for them
to work with.

In connection with writing in all
grades, the question of proper posi-
tions at desk is an important one.
Many children have a tendency to
grasp their pencils tightlv and then
with only their wrists and hands
on the desk, they attempt to write.
Such a position brings poor writing
as a result, as well as strain- -

The question of seating is one of
the most important ones in regard
to fatigue induced by bodily activ-
ity. The teacher has little within

r power to correct this difficulty
but rather than have the children's
feet dangling above the floor all
day long a punishment which no
adult would endure she can resort
to wooden blocks under their feet.
When the correlation between com-
fortable seating and improved
work of children is better under-
stood, there will undoubtedly be
great revolutions in the buying of
school room furniture.

The question of under activity is
another problem an especially
serious one in the primary room.
The transition between home and
school should be as gradual as pos-
sible. For a child who has been
left to his own devices at home as
most of these have, the rather
formal discipline of a school room
is a big step. Sitting in position
in a seat is very wearing and the
small child is very apt to suffer
from fatigue induced by too little
exercise. It is for this reason that
frequent recesses and short ses- -
sio ns are necessary in the primary.

The whole matter of control of
body connects closely with fatigue
so that it is the duty of a wide
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awake teacher to know something
of a child's bodily development.
For example, the years from 9-- 12

are yvars of instability so need
especial attention. During these
years, the child is growing in
lieighth rather than weight. At
this time muscle fibres have not as
much strength as during earlier
years so that the child is especially
susceptible to muscular diseases
and if undue strain is given the
muscles, to nervous diseases such
as St. Vitus' dance.

Restlessness, weak
and excess movements are all safe-
ty valves for children suffering from
bodily fatigue, but they should act
as danger signals to the
teacher who will be quick to notice
them and change conditions

Mental fatigue is perhaps a still
more complicated problem. The
whole question of recesses, of num-
bers and length of sessions, of sub-
ject matter, of amount of time to
be given to drill and the daily pro-
gram is closely bound up with it.

Fortunately there is little danger
of mental overwork as a cause of
fatigue in our schools of today.
There is danger of fatigue resulting
from too little work and of unsuit-
able work. It sometimes happens
that children more advanced than
other children of their grade are
retained in that grade simply lie-cau-

they started with it. Natu-
rally the work is too easy for them
and the teacher finds great difficul-
ty in keeping their attention.
Boredom proves as much of a
strain on the nervous system as
over exertion and is just as capa-
ble of producing fatigue. This is
not strange since minds are norm-
ally active as well as bodies and
thev suffer from lack of exercise as
well.

But it is not only too easy work
that is going to produce such men-
tal fatigue. Very often the work
given children is too external, it is
meaningless drill on mechanics
bearing no relation to the interest
of the child. In this connection
some psychologists have tested
fatigue in children which results
from their learning a poem which
they understand and one which
they do not with the result that the
former method proves least
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Tho the question of the school
program varies with different
grades and different school condi- -

'tions, there are some principles
which are pretty well agreed upon.

i'Fhe form subjects, mathematics,
formal language, formal gymnast-- j

ics are more fatiguing than such
(subjects as nature study, geogra-- j

phy, history, singing and drawing
so they should not only be given
most favorable periods of the day

I but should be so arranged that two
! of them do not follow one another.
The periods devoted to these sub-
jects should not be too long or the

! effectiveness of the work will be
i.i i 4i.-- .. r:.... ii...,.uiei L l J l ll i.llljui. . A mn
times it is better to give two short
periods rather than one long period
to ce rtain formal drills, putting one

I of the less fatiguing subjects in r.n
intervening period. Furthermore,
practical experience proves that it
is best not to have writing or draw-
ing or other exercises requiring
minute muscular adjustments im-

mediately after a recess, or any
time of phvsic.il exertion.

Tho it has been possible to give
only a few trite suggestions as to
the way in which teachers may
avoid fatigue, there are innumer-
able little ways which an ingenious
teacher can devise for overcoming
fatigue in her room when she once
realizes the necessity.

I think a good many arc inclined
to think consideration of this ques-
tion is not important in these
schools where the children are not
used to even such comforts at
home as they get in our schools.
However, it seems to me that here
where such a large majority of the
children are in school during most
of the day or else working the time
they are not in school, the question
of fatigue is an especially necessary
one to consider. It is also an es-

pecially difficult problem to meet
here owing to the fact that the
children in one room are apt to be
of very different ages, and temper-
aments and of varying sizes. The
very first step is the making use of
the opportunities we have at hand
for meeting the problem, but which
we blindly pass by. In this way
we will at least be taking a step in
the direction of the ideal school
which aims for the all-rou- devel-
opment of every child.
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